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ABSTRACT

The Teddy Bear Hospital is a collaborative project between council run nursery schools and a post-graduate nursing college in regional Norway. The background to this project is that students have limited possibilities to gain experience with children in hospitals during the practical training aspect of their education, a situation this project hopes to redress. In this project the students meet with healthy preschool children in nursery school on the one day and then meet them again on the following day, this time within the college’s training department. The children bring their teddy bears with them who are then ‘admitted’ to the ‘Teddy Bear Hospital’, where they receive treatment and a dressing based on the symptoms the children describe. The project is a quality case study and the result were analyzed using Giorgi’s phenomenological method. The discussion is based on a sociocultural approach to learning by Vygotsky, and Dewey’s principle that all learning comes through experience. Analyses and triangulation of the students’ written reflection notes, interviews with the nursery school staff, observations and drawings by the children, demonstrate that the students gain experience in communicating with children. The students become intrigued by how the children play. They are also able to experience meeting children in their role as hospital personnel, dressed as they are in white hospital uniform. The notes show that they reflect upon the children’s maturity based upon the theory they learned in college before practice.
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Introduction

The Teddy Bear Hospital is a collaborative project between nursery schools in a municipal district and a nursing college in regional Norway. The project was started for the 2008 year student intake, while the current study involves the 2010 year students. The aim of the study is to explore alternative meeting places where the students and children can communicate. The curriculum for nursing education (1) states that nursing studies should include experience in preventive health care, prenatal and maternity care, and pediatric nursing. Since there are limited opportunities to work with children in a hospital setting within the college’s practice area, the college established a partnership with the nursery schools in the district. During the two days of practice the focus is on children and preventive health care.

Student objectives: use the discipline’s educational principles and psychology to undertake a project with a focus on the child; where the child is dealt with on their own terms and where play is the keyword. The aim for the students is to gain additional knowledge of the healthy child is dealt with on their own terms and where play is the keyword. The purpose of the project is to explore alternative meeting places where the students and children can communicate. The curriculum for nursing education (1) states that nursing studies should include experience in preventive health care, prenatal and maternity care, and pediatric nursing. Since there are limited opportunities to work with children in a hospital setting within the college’s practice area, the college established a partnership with the nursery schools in the district. During the two days of practice the focus is on children and preventive health care.

The aim of the study is to explore alternative meeting places where the students and children can communicate. The curriculum for nursing education (1) states that nursing studies should include experience in preventive health care, prenatal and maternity care, and pediatric nursing. Since there are limited opportunities to work with children in a hospital setting within the college’s practice area, the college established a partnership with the nursery schools in the district. During the two days of practice the focus is on children and preventive health care.

The aim of the research is to develop a good learning environment for students in both theory and practice so that the students meet the curriculum’s (1) goals in terms of health promotion and prevention of illness. These goals state that: "Nursing includes measures to promote health and prevent illness. The school's challenge therefore is how to create training situations that optimally reflect an experiential practical training. Learning as participation in a collective practical experience is, according to Lave & Wenger (6), a central element of the sociocultural aspect of learning. From this point of view it is important that students gain experience in interacting with children during their education.

The children the students deal with are aged 4-5. The students have to remember that play is central to children's lives. Lillemyr (7) describes experience as being the bridge between play and learning. He further claims that experience is what lies behind the term "personal investment in learning", and further stresses that experience is key in children's play and learning. A child's maturity must be taken into account in order to understand him or her. According to Piaget's (1896-1980) theory, 2-6 year-old children are in the pre-operational stage, one of the hallmarks of which is animism, a term meaning that the child believes inanimate objects, such as a teddy bear, have life.

There is little research concerning alternative practical training for nursing students with regards to meeting children. Existing research concerns play, and how it reduces fear of hospital. Two research articles referred to here are: "Lek og Barnesykepleie [Play and Children's Nursing] by L. Korsvold (2), and use of the Teddy Bear Hospital method to reduce the child's fear of hospitalization, by Bloch and Toker (3). The first article about play and children's nursing by Korsvold is from a Norwegian hospital department caring for children aged 5 and over suffering from cancer. This study focused on use of communication with children through play. The Israeli research by Bloch and Toker, involved a group of pre-school children aged 4-6 years who were invited to attend the simulated hospital and where they acted as parents of their own teddy bears. This study shows that experiences in the treatment of teddies can reduce children's fear of hospitals. There is more research on the Teddy Bear Hospital but not combined with nursing students' learning and the child.

The study

This project is based on a social-cultural perspective of learning, which in turn is based on a constructivist view (4,23), i.e. where knowledge is acquired through interaction in a given context. This view of learning assumes that the acquisition of knowledge takes place as a process. Dysthe (5) states that learning involves knowledge as constructed through cooperation and not as an individual process. Vygotsky (1896-1934) argues that the social expressions of mental processes actually come before the individual process: we learn initially through interaction with others, before knowledge becomes internalized. The school's challenge therefore is how to create training situations that optimally reflect an experiential practical training. Learning as participation in a collective practical experience is, according to Lave & Wenger (6), a central element of the sociocultural aspect of learning. From this point of view it is important that students gain experience in interacting with children during their education.

The children the students deal with are aged 4-5. The students have to remember that play is central to children's lives. Lillemyr (7) describes experience as being the bridge between play and learning. He further claims that experience is what lies behind the term "personal investment in learning", and further stresses that experience is key in children's play and learning. A child's maturity must be taken into account in order to understand him or her. According to Piaget's (1896-1980) theory, 2-6 year-old children are in the pre-operational stage, one of the hallmarks of which is animism, a term meaning that the child believes inanimate objects, such as a teddy bear, have life.

There is little research concerning alternative practical training for nursing students with regards to meeting children. Existing research concerns play, and how it reduces fear of hospital. Two research articles referred to here are: "Lek og Barnesykepleie [Play and Children's Nursing] by L. Korsvold (2), and use of the Teddy Bear Hospital method to reduce the child's fear of hospitalization, by Bloch and Toker (3). The first article about play and children's nursing by Korsvold is from a Norwegian hospital department caring for children aged 5 and over suffering from cancer. This study focused on use of communication with children through play. The Israeli research by Bloch and Toker, involved a group of pre-school children aged 4-6 years who were invited to attend the simulated hospital and where they acted as parents of their own teddy bears. This study shows that experiences in the treatment of teddies can reduce children's fear of hospitals. There is more research on the Teddy Bear Hospital but not combined with nursing students' learning and the child.
schools. Students are responsible for contacting the nursery school and making appointments. Prior to the day the children come to the college-hospital the students go to the nursery school to meet and get to know the children. When the children come to the college with their «sick» teddies, they are met by the students wearing white hospital uniforms who admit and treat the teddies. In the first year (2008) and the second year (2009) the students kept individual reflective journals following the two-day meetings with the children. What we discovered was that students were too concerned with the technical aspects of preventive health care; for example, they paid the greatest attention to hygiene, proper nutrition and proper placement of playground equipment in the nursery schools etc. Consequently the students were too preoccupied by the staff to the detriment of time spent with their children. The technical aspects are important but when the students have so few encounters with young children at our college then every encounter is a precious experience for them as future nurses. During the second year (2009) more emphasis was placed upon the theory of child development and educational approaches to children.

Methodology

The project is a qualitative case study. Yin (10) describes case studies as being an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomena and context are not clearly evident. Postholm (4) defines a case study as exploration of a «bound-system» which is both time- and place-bound. Case studies provide the opportunity to study phenomena in their natural surroundings and take into account many variables. Repstad (11) cites Yin (1989), who states that, from a scientific point of view, a case study might be interesting in a project that not has been explored before. Yin (10) says that with data triangulation, the potential problem of constructive validity can also be addressed since the multiple sources of evidence essentially provide multiple measures of the same phenomenon. A case study has no specified way of collecting data, but in this project a phenomenological perspective is used to reveal the participants' experience and learning in connection with implementation of the Teddy Bear Hospital project. The strategy for collecting data involved different sources, which included student reflection-reports, group-reports, observation, interviews of nursery staff and the drawings made by the children in connection with the Teddy Bear Hospital. Within the case-study framework, a qualitative method based on a phenomenological approach was used to understand the different types of data. The various sources of evidence were triangulated, to strengthen the validity and reliability of the study.

Data collection and ethical considerations

Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) approval was sought for the year 2010-2012 (http://pvo.nsd.no/meldingsarkiv/prosjektdekatalog/?id=26&pnr=24500) and approval was granted to collect data in respect of the children's drawings, interviews with nursery staff and students' reflective journals. Consent forms for employees in the nursery school, the children's parents and participants were prepared and signed by all parties, who were informed that all information would be treated confidentially. Research ethics guidelines recommended in the Declaration of Helsinki have been complied with (12). This involves the treatment of confidential interviews both in relation to anonymous sources and to safe storage of material under analysis.

Analysis

In this case study a random selection of 35% of the 80 individual reflective journals made by the 2010 year students have been analyzed using methods inspired by Giorgi's (13) phenomenological method in four steps, based on the compression of meaningful statements. These meaning units are collected in themes, and the data synthesized to get the essence of the information. Giorgi calls refers to this text the general description of the phenomenon. Additionally, 6 of the 12 group reports from that year's students were read in order to look at developments from the previous year. The two members of the nursery staff were interviewed individually using an «in-depth interview» technique where they were asked about their opinion of the Teddy Bear Hospital, and any learning issues for both the children and students. The interviews were also analyzed by Giorgi's method. The categories where then aligned with results from the reflective journals to a «whole» through which the various themes emerged. It must be pointed out that two interview is a small sample and may be a weakness of this research.

The drawings were analysed by studying both content and form (14, 15, 16). Emphasis were also placed upon the nursery staff' notes that recorded the children's own explanations of their drawings, since the researcher was not present when the drawings were made. Understanding children's drawings from a child's perspective can be a challenge. Gullberg (14) considers the most common perception of children's drawings is that children's ability to draw is innate, and that their development is primarily governed by growth and maturity. Befring (17) says that the case study method is sample-based, and analysis of data is done through interpretation to produce a whole and depth of material. Validity can be strengthened upon completion of repeated observations. Case studies using multiple sources of evidence are rather more highly than those that relied on only single sources of information (10).

Findings and discussion

Findings from the year 2010 were very similar to previous years but there was a clarity between the nursery school report—with its focus on preventive health care—and the reflection notes recording the actual meetings and play with children.

Analysis of the data collection revealed:

• that the students' experience and learning in connection with communication/interaction with children
• that students were attracted by play in connection with teddies, the Teddy Bear Hospital and equipment.
• that the students' uniforms could have an effect upon children's preparedness in connection with the health services.
• that students were able to reflect on the child's age and maturity, and relate this to the theory.

The following text focuses on the students' experiences of meeting the children and teddy bears will be in focus and on their understanding of the children's maturity, role play, on the educational approach and communication.

The students' experience and learning arising from their meetings with children

Students in their second semester of nurse education are approximately 20 years old and frequently have little experience of being with children. One can say that we live in a segregated society in which children and young people mix in different circles. One student says: «I have rarely been in the company of small children before so I was very unsure about going to the nursery school and the department we visited. I think it is difficult to communicate with children and I was unsure what I should ask them about. But I found that if I made the questions simpler; not needing to know everything straight away from one question, it was easier to understand and be understood. These two days have been a very positive experience for me» (reflective note from student A).

This shows that the experience of meeting children is important in preparing students for the nursing profession. Dysthe (5:45) describes learning within a sociocultural approach as being one of relationships between people, i.e. where learning occurs through participation and cooperation in a balance between the individual and the social group. Students need to practise interacting with other children while they are in education. Knowledge is often "localized" and can rarely provide
sufficient meaning for the student when the subjects and actions are decontextualized in a traditional evaluation / feedback manner in vocational education (5). Students experienced that in order for the children to understand more easily they needed to make the questions simpler.

«When we met the children some were very shy, so it was important to focus upon their interests, and what was in the game. We sat down and participated in the game to create confidence and contact. This was also important if we were to work with children later, i.e. so that they felt safe before we treated a possible illness» (reflective note from student B).

This shows that some students have a humble attitude in their encounters with the children, and the nursery school staff confirms this as follows:

"... I felt they were talking normally to the children, not like you are small and I'm big ... while towards the teddy bears they were somewhat "gentle" in their voices" (statement from nursery school staff member A).

We see here that the students talked to the children as equals and showed concern for the teddy bears that were "small" and "sick". This is consistent with Lillemyr's (7) discussion of play and its importance, i.e., that the game usually takes place as an interplay with others, and that children learn through the interaction of playing together. Korsvold (2) states simply that the game places the child in focus, and that play is a form of language. Furthermore, findings from her own research show that play is the language the nurse uses to gain a child's confidence and to help it feel secure. According to Katie Eriksson's (18) view of nursing, play is a central concept in care. She also states that play is a natural pattern of behaviour both for adults and children, and is linked to the development of trust in relationships. Korsvold (2) found in their project that the nurse had to utilize opportunities that presented themselves to make use of play as an important intervention. It appears that students in the Teddy Bear Hospital project understood this point; they managed to create the necessary confidence in the children, and became involved with the game of treating the teddies.

Role-play as a learning method

Students received the following task:

The nursery school children's "bear" is to receive "an appointment" for treatment at the hospital. (Students have to write the invitation). The bear is assigned a bed in the nurse training centre. The class must organize and conduct:

1. Design of scheme
2. Preparation and facilitation
3. Implementation of the scheme
4. Department leader: must be in overall charge of the design, implementation, tidying up and also evaluation.
5. Reception area: where the child is made to feel welcome and shown to the relevant nursing student
6. Tidying up
7. Observation

The students received information in the preceding week regarding the previous year's student experiences, including an information video that demonstrated the projects rationale and pictures from the Teddy Bear Hospital project; with the students in white hospital uniform, the children and the teddy bears. This meant that students were better able to utilize the day spent together in connection with organizing time, location of practice area, equipment, and agreements with the different nursery schools. Consequently, teachers were rarely involved in this phase. The following paper is a good description of the Teddy Bear Hospital and the role play carried out there:

«They lit up with anticipation when they told me what was wrong with their teddies, and they really lived the part. This got me thin-

king that this kind of role play was instructive for me as a student and for the nursery school children. For me it was instructive because I had to be creative based on the requirements the children came with, and instructive for the children because they could see themselves in a situation that could be a reality later in life. Vigdis Bunkhold (1994), p 252 states that "Children learn much from role play by observing what happens to others. It's a form of playing that requires cooperation over some time, and the children learn how to comply with the rules. The children become aware of their surroundings and practice that which well be their real role in life one day." Many children at this age have had little contact with hospitals and health professionals, but everyone encounters a situation like this at some point. So I think that this type of role play can be a good way to give children a new and better vision of the hospital, and they get to see that nurses and doctors are not really scary, but that they are ordinary people doing a job to help others" (reflective notes from student C).

Lillemry (19) says that in role play the child mimics people's roles in society, e.g., by playing a driver, postal worker, hairdresser or preschool teacher. This could be clearly seen when the students played the role of health professionals, i.e. the children took on the parental role and the teddies were the sick children. Nursery school staff member (B) confirmed this as follows:

"...yes, play, it is true that when the children have experienced something such as a visit to the hospital or doctor, or have been to the dentist, we see it reflected in their play activities" (from interview with nursery staff member B).

Jeane Lave's (6) conception of learning has its basis in an anthropological study of tailoring apprentices in Liberia. During her research, she observed no instruction on the part of the teacher. Against this background, she began to examine the various learning resources that existed between and around the apprentices as they worked. Lave became aware of the potential for learning in the organization of the work and its structure, as key resources for learning. In our Teddy Bear project we see that the Nurse Educator's role was primarily to facilitate learning with little intervention in the student's assignment. Central to the learning perspective is that the learning takes place in a practical learning environment with others (19).

The student's uniforms/the impact on children's preparedness to meet health professionals/students' learning.

Lave and Wenger (6) says that learning takes place with others in which the apprentice acquires a professional identity through specialist/trade activities. They say that learning occurs in cultural practices where one is socialized into the codes created by that society. So what happened at the Teddy Bear Hospital in this context? Students, wearing white hospital gowns, took the role of nurses and met the teddies at the hospital bedside with the children acting as the next of kin. Nursery School staff observed at a distance. In the interview they were asked about their experience of role playing in the hospital, and one replied:

«It was as it should be, following the books and information that we have in the nursery school, the firemen wear red, ambulance personnel wear yellow, and white uniforms are worn by hospital workers; it is something the children can relate to» (from interview with nursery staff member A).

The students wear hospital gowns and the department has authentic hospital equipment, and the children were intensely interested and followed eagerly when the teddies were examined. As an important part of the game, they wear an surgical-cap on their heads, and some wear face masks. A student says:

«I think it was interesting to meet the children when I was wearing the uniform. This gave me a clue about how it will be to meet sick children as a nurse» (reflection notes from student D).

The Russian psychologist Leontjev (1903-1979) makes a distinction between the subject-related aspect of the game, that is to say certain
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actions that are taken in the role, from the social content, i.e. the rules laid down in respect of roles (19). In this role the students are nursing the teddies and the children wear the hospital equipment so they can accompany the patient/teddy during treatment, in the same way as close family members are often able to do. In this way each fulfills the demands of their defined roles. And what do the children learn about the hospital in this project? Can this have a preventive effect; in that the children will be less anxious when they encounter health care in the future? A survey carried out in Israel by Bloch & Toker (3) found that children were less anxious towards hospitals after their experience with the "Teddy Bear Hospital". Although the aforementioned study was carried out by doctors at the Ben-Gurion University it is comparable to the nursing project here.

What do the children's drawings tell us?
The children were asked to make drawings of what they had experienced four days after their visit to the Teddy Bear Hospital. Children's drawings are graphic stories according to Vygotsky (16), who further states that typically the drawings are of a memory and not of a reality. The child draws what he knows about the subject matter; even when a child draws a person in profile there will be two eyes in the drawing. The child has what he calls X-ray vision, meaning that a person is drawn naked before the clothes are put on, or a purse can be seen in the pocket with money in it (16). To illustrate this one of the drawings, a colorful picture of a figure inside / or on top of another, was explained thus: "I have painted my horse" (girl 4 years). Possibly this means that the child has drawn herself on horseback, as Vygotsky describes in the preceding sentences. Consequently, according to Macland (15), Gullberg (14) and Vygotsky (16), it can be difficult to understand some drawings, but some pictures are easier to understand. The children's families had given permission to use the drawings made in the research. In the following (fig. 1) a six year old boy drew the picture shown below, and he explained that the teddy has lost his eye.

Gullberg and Maeland emphasise the importance of both the form and content of the drawings. Form: here the boy had made an informative drawing of his teddy bear. Content: it is obvious that something is wrong with the teddy's eye. In conclusion we are able to say that this drawing shows the context of experiences in the teddy bear hospital.

The students' reflections on the child's age and maturity in relation to theory
From the reflective journals it appears that the students who met two different groups of children of different ages found it easier to utilize the theory with their practical experience. The following statements illustrate this:

"Three 3-and 4-year-old children arrived at the teddy bear hospital from the nursery school. They were quiet and stayed beside the "nursery school auntie." It was a bit difficult to get them involved with the game but they joined in after a while. Afterwards we had a visit from a group of nine 5-6-year-olds from another nursery school. They joined in right away, and wanted to try everything" (from student reflective journal E).

The student discovered that the children in different age groups behaved differently, which prompted the student to reflect and find confirmation in the theory. The student (E) related this to attachment theory, as did student F:

"Erik H. Erikson, who was one of the most influential psychoanalysts in the 20th century, made an epigenetic model of human development, where he divided development into 8 phases. You can see here that there can be a significant difference between children 3 years of age and children 5-6 years of age (Renolen, 2008)" (reflective journal by student F).

The students are given unique encounters with children while they are in school, they have received education in psychology and learned about children's development. Meeting the children enables the student to connect theory with these experiences with the children based on what Dewey calls, "learning by doing". Dewey (21) states that one must have reflected on an action before one can say that one has experienced it, in the sense of the experience leading to learning. A sequence of thoughts must lead to a consequence, as we can see from this reflective journal entry. Dewey's theory of learning was a description of learning as a transaction of concrete experiences, impulses, feelings and desires into meaningful action. Human beings are not just active investigators, but they also contemplate and reflect, and it is this switching between the two that leads to more and new learning. The set book Renolen (20) was on the curriculum for this intake of students and one sees that both student E and F use this work in their reflective journals. The fact that students do not have much contact with children elsewhere in their studies makes this encounter with young ones valuable - both from a preventive health care and educational perspective.

Conclusion
Learning through participation in the Teddy Bear Hospital project was one of the key elements of the student nurses' experience. Dewey (21) says that while the goal of learning lies in the future, the immediate material lies in the present. In this study the students met the children both in the nursery school and in the teddy bear hospital. They experienced the children not only as young adults, but through games and role play they learned that they have various characteristics according to their ages; hence they were able to apply what was learned in psychology and educational science. They were able to reflect on the role of the teddy bear in the game and what made the children feel safe in the "hospital". The students also gained experience of being a nurse in a white uniform, and practiced the treatment and care of young individuals; with teddies as patients and children as next of kin. At the same time the students gained valuable experience in how to approach children and how to communicate with them. The children may feel safer in future encounters within a health care context since it was the bear that was examined and treated this time.

The two days in which students to meet children in a practical situation are considered highly valuable by students, and the learning outcomes for students, where they meet healthy and happy children, demonstrate this. The study shows that Teddy Bear Hospital can be a mode of delivering curriculum learning goals to student nurses gaining experience of working with children, and in this project all the findings indicate that the experience is a positive one and that learning takes place between students and children. These experiences will help students as future nurses to mature in their approach to people of different ages and to meet the new and inevitable experiences and problems that await them.
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Bogen er holdt i en nogen, objektiv stil og vil kunne læses af de fleste uden særlige forudsætninger.
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